Premium Flooring With Better Swell Performance & Better Price!

50 Year No Sanding Warranty!

- No Edge Joint Sanding from Exposure to Moisture
- Strong, Solid, & Dimensionally Stable
- No Core Voids, No Knots, No Delamination
- 50 Year Limited Warranty (see warranty for details)

Build Better - Reduce Costs! - Grow Profits!

www.norbord.com/stabledge
Features & Benefits

• Stabledge® from Norbord is the latest advance in OSB panels. It is an engineered wood product ideally suited to sub-floor applications.

• Stabledge® is strong, solid, dimensionally stable and consistent from panel to panel. There are no knots, core voids or problems with delamination, and the panels will not buckle or warp.

• But Norbord Stabledge® is more than that. The joints will not swell and will not require sanding even if the panels are exposed to moisture during the normal delays that can happen during construction. (However, exposure to moisture should be avoided in order to minimize the risk of development of mould and mildew).

Stabledge® gives you an edge

• Norbord OSB panels are certified APA – The Engineered Wood Association.

• Norbord Stabledge® has been field tested in North American markets. It repeatedly demonstrates the consistent high quality and performance properties builders look for in a premium product.

• There is no edge swell and therefore no need for sanding the joints prior to the installation of finished floor coverings (always follow the floor covering and installation product’s application recommendations).

• The panels are stable and always lay flat, with no buckling or warping. No sanding of joints means less labor and lower costs.

www.norbord.com/stabledge